E

legance decking systems
are the smart solution to the decking
question. They provide a cool, skid
resistant surface- 40% more skid
resistant than wood. Made to withstand the wear and tear of everyday
life, they are free of sharp edges,
splinters and nails - perfect for children
and pets. The only maintenance the
rail and deck system requires comes
in the form of a garden hose. The only
demand on your time is leisurely.
Elegance provides the maximum in
safety, durability and style.
A selection of rail systems and decks
allows you to create a unique personal
look. All Elegance decking and railing is
available in white, tan or gray.

Teck Deck
Contempra
®

White

Gray

Tan

Liberty Deck
Woodgrain

™

Liberty Deck
SureGrip

Many other styles are available. Inquire with your sales representative for samples.

Ridgfield

New Canaan

Easton

The rail post fits seam lessly over wood for a
professionally finished
look.

Elegance

Metal reinforcement
provides exceptional
strength.

Darien

Metal rail insert gives
superior structural
reinforcement.

®

Vinyl Products
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A premium routed
picket system ensures
a straight and true
appearance and
maximum strength.

Elegance

®

Vinyl
Products
Fencing, Railing & Decking

B

uilt from high performance materials with a
number of designs, Elegance Vinyl Products are the ideal
choice for privacy, safety and security. Elegance fencing
will not rot or split,and there are no splinters or nails to
cause abrasions. Vinyl is virtually maintenance free. It
resists stains and is unaffected by salt and most snow
removal chemicals. An occasional rinse with the garden
hose is the only upkeep it needs. With their durable
designs, Elegance fences keep their appearance far longe
than those made of traditional fencing materials. Unlike
traditional fencing which has a tendency to bow, warp and
twist with age, the Elegance Vinyl Products will continue to
look as perfect as the day they were installed for years to
come.

Sutton Place

Cordova

Sardinia

Bar Harbor

Seville

Lisbon

St. Martin III

St. Martin I

St. Martin II

Elegance Country Picket III

Elegance Country Picket IV

Montecarlo

Elegance 3 Rail Ranch

Elegance Crossbuck

Elegance 2 Rail Ranch

Many other styles are available. Inquire with your sales representative for samples.

